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Enrollment.at all-time high Funding reduction
hits state co I leges

Central has hit an all time enroll- ·have risen some 3,000 hours over
ment high, according to figures last year. However, student credit
announced at last Firday's Board hours dropped significantly for
of Trustees meeting. 8,649 stud- this spring quarter and adminis·. ents are currently enrolled, but trators speculated students took a
. over 1,100 of them are enrolled lighter load in light of warm spring
either part-time or off-campus. weather.
Student credit hours are also up
In other action by the Board,
considerably from last year and Madalon Lalley, executive assistant to the president, has been
named affirmative action officer.
Lalley will hold the position until
September 1 of this year.
The need for Lalley's appointment arose when Walley Webster
quit the position to assume a
similar post with a private firm.

Ellensburg

has prospect

of becoming
.historic site
by PAMELA WHITENER

The Board also accepted with
regret the resignation of Dean
John Housley. Housley, who has
accepted the dean of faculty position at Linfield College will leave
Central officially July 15.
As yet, the administration has
not named anyone to hold Housley' s position on an interim basis.
Many members of the faculty and
administration are sorry to see
Housely leave.

Ellensburg may be a national
historic district.
Arthur M. Skolnik, state conservator and head of the Office of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation of the State of Washington,
will present the details of Ellensburg' s prospects of becoming a
national historic district at a noon
luncheon meeting on Monday, May
24, at the Holiday Inn banquet
by PAM WHITENER
room. The program may run
By next fall Central will have an
beyond 1 pm.
Today, -cities throughout Ameri- assistant vice president for offca are busy renovating and re- campus programs.
David Dillard, director of Conmodeling their central business
districts.Ellensburg has completed tinuing Education and Summer
Phase I of its downtown renewal Session, and Deward Tozer, as soprogram and the Chamber of
Commerce, Kittitas County Historical Society and Ellensburg
Downtown Task Force believe the
time has arrived for the next step
in improvement.
The charge for the luncheon will
Congressman Floyd V. Hicks,
be $3 and reservations must be
made today. Contact Larry Nickel from western Washington's Sixth
at the Kittitas County Museum District, will be the principal
commencement speaker at Centhis afternoon at 925-2778.
All interested, concerned indi- tral's June 12 graduation' ceremonviduals, property owners, city and . ies.
Hicks, who is completing his third
county officials and representatives of organizations are invited term -in Congress, earned a bachelor's degree in education from
to attend.
Central in 1938. For seven years
he served as a teacher and coach
and then began' four years of
World War II military duty.
Following the war, Hicks earned
a law degree from the UW, then
began a Tacoma law practice, later

Dr. Bernard Martin, dean of
natural sciences and mathematics
rose and asked the board not to
accept Housely's resignation. The
gesture of friendship was to show
the board how much respect and
admiration Housely has among the
faculty and administration.
In other actions, the board has
named Robert Bruce Beecher as
a budget officer for the college.
Beecher, who is from Nebraska,
was the State Coordinator for
Higher Education Information
Systems and a legislative fiscal
analyst before coming to this
state.
The board also . welcomed Dr.
Eugene Brain, a Bellevue dentist
and graduate from Central, back
to the board. Brain was recently
re-named to the board by Governor Evans.
The final action by the board
was to grant preliminary authorization to grant the master of fine
arts degree program to become·operational pending reviews and
recommendations of the Council on
Postsecondary Education-_

by NANCY MUNDS
A budget cut is in Central's
future as a result Of a statewide
reduction in funds for higher
education.
Central's biennial budget, according to Courtney Jones, vice
president of Financial Affairs,
was calculated several years in
advance, making it difficult to
project the rate of inflation.
Jones said Central's budget
was tight at the beginning of the
biennium, Sept., 1975. The funds
allocated for the second half, the
1976-77 academic year, have
been reduced for colleges statewide.
An already reduced allotment
of $1.6 million has been tentatively set by Gov. Dan Evans to
be proportionately doled to all
state colleges and universities.
The amount Central receives
depends upon the enrollment and
the total number of credit hours
taken.According to Evans,
further reductions may be neces-

sary.
Jones said the increases in
fuel, postage and library book
prices were not included when
the budget was calculated
several years ago.
Jones is preparing a list of
P,riorities for Central's portion of
the $1.6 million, included is an
average five per cent wage
increase for civil service exempt
personnel. Jones said a survey of
the salaries of employees in
equivalent positions in private
firms, showed Central's personnel generally to be lower
paid.
Funding to continue the Medical Technician Program when
that program's grant runs out,
also is requested.
Pensions for those who retired
prior to 1974 also are high
priority.
Jones said it is not known yet
where the cuts at Central will be
made. However, by the June 14
Board of Trustees meeting, the
decisions will have been made.

Assistant vice presidency created
ciate director of Continuing Education, recently resigned from
their responsibilities in off-campus
programs.
Dale Comstock, chairman of the
Search Committee for the Vice
President and a task force have
made the recommendation that

C_ongressman Hicks
to address graduates
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served as a Pierce County Superior Court judge and won election
to Congress in 1965.
Hick's address to the nearly 600
graduates expected to take part in
commencement ceremonies will be
delivered shortly after 10 am
Saturday, June 12.
Selected to serve as faculty
marshall for the graduation program was Reino Randall, retiring
Art Department professor who
has been with the college for 38
years. He was an undergtaduate
classmate of Hicks' at Central.
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925-3005
Gemini in the plaza
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these two vacant positions be programs, International Programs
and the Organizational Developcombined and filed by one person.
Comstock explained .that one mental Center.
The search committee has inperson coordinating the offcampus programs would not have vited applications' from the faculty
the problems the two had, es- at Centra~ as well as publishing the
pecially in overlapping each oth- notice in journals and other pub.lications with national outreach.
er's duties.
The assistant vice president will
be housed out of the office of the
vice president for academic affairs
and will serve him in an advisory
capacity.
Comstock said, "The college is
trying to get a targeted group that
they can depend on."
The assistant vice president's
main functions . wil( be -to coor=
Saturday will be alcohol awaredinate the off-campus programs ness day at the Ellensburg Airport
and summer session. He will work Posse House.
Sponsored by the Ellensburg
with Central's deans and faculty to
develop new programs and super- Jaycees and the Community Alcovise the salaries for faculty and hol Center, the program will
budgets for the off-campus activi- feature films on alcoholism, social
drinking and helping the alcoholic.
ties.
An evening program at the
Some programs may grow as a
result of the one-man coordination Morris Sorenson Building, 507
of off-campus programs. Comstock Nanum, room 107, will feature
said that one such program with speakers from various alcoholism
the potential to grow is the treatment facilities and organiLaw and Justice Program current- zations.
A special feature during . the
ly working from the Everett area.
The portion of the students afternoon program will be Kittitas
enrolling through Central that the County Sheriff Bob Barrett and
assistant vice president will work others performing driving and
with is approximately the seventh motor tests while intoxicated. The
of the total credit hours. He also performance will take place at the
will be principal administrator for Ellensburg Airport Driving Range
the directors of extended degree from 1 to 3 pm.

Loco I sheriff
to display
drunk driv-ing

ELLENSBURG TRANSFER
COMPANY
Local & Statewide Moving
Summer Storage Available
Gov't Approved Warehouse
Packing and Crating
112 So. Railroad Avenue 925-2800
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McConnell plans a'Naitfu~ding
by CLINT ROBBINS
Building construction drawings
for the remodeling of McConnell

HEW
announces

scholarship
program
·More than 175,000 undergraduate students will receive scholarships averaging $500 for the
1976-77 academic year through the
State Student Incentive Grant.
(SSIG) program, HEWs Office ·of
Education has announced.
The student awards were made
possible by almost $44 million in
federal grants to 55 states and
territories. The states must match
the grants dollar for dollar out of
their own resources.
With the exception of Guam, all
eligible states and territories will
participate next year in what has
become a nationwide network of
state scholarship programs. Only
27 states had similar student
financial assistance programs before the SSIG legislation was
passed.
The maximum that may be
awarded to a full-time student is
Sl,500 per academic year. Only
one-half of the scholarship may be
supported with federal funds.
Each state has specified a single
agency to manage its scholarship
program. While the agencies may
establish their own requirements
for student and institutional eligibility, they must submit annually a
definition of "substantial financial
need" that is used to determine
. student eligibility. Since there are
no automatic funding renewals,
applications also must be submitted ann!lally.
The size of grant available to a
state is based on the number of
students enrolled in its postsecondary education institutions. Allotments earmarked for a state which
cannot provide matching funds or ·
· does not participate in SSIG for
other reasons, will be reallocated
to other qualified states. Washington has been alloted $869, for an
estimated 3,479 student awards.
The program is authorized by the
1972 am~ndments to the Higher
Education Act of 1965.

Auditorium may be funded
through the requested allocation
of $174,000 from the State Legislature.
Prepared by Central's Facilities
Planning and • Construction
Department, the preliminary design for the remodeling project
and for the installation of a
·multi-form theater in McConnell
·has already been completed.
Last Friday, a scale model of the
design for this project and one of
the entire campus were on display
in the SUB Pit.
Included in the scale model of the
design for McConnell remodeiing
was a veiw of the proposed Barge
courtyard development. A sculptural fountain, seating area and
.trees "hopefully wiil be included
in the renovation of Barge· Hall,"
said Gil Braida, facilities planning
director.
Braida said that the scale models
can be seen any time in the
Facilities Planning and Construction Department, which is located
_in the Plant Services Building on
Eleventh Ave.

'Circumstantial·tv..e_e things' delaY-hiring

EOP applicants face third screening
by MARCI BAKER
Affirmative Action has requested the third screening procedure for hiring a new staff member
be conducted by the Educational
Opportunity Program (~OP).
According to Madalon Lalley,
Affirmative Action director, the
EOP's second screening process
failed to meet Affirmative Action
hiring requirements because of
"circumstantial type things."
Lalley explained that "this doesn't
happen very often."
Waiting to be filled is an opening
for a Communications Skills
Specialist/Advisor. Rodney Converse, EOP director, said the
position became vacant early last
September. He said someone was
hired to temporarily fill the position while EOP went through the
Affirmative Action procedures to
hire someone. permanently.
Converse explained that the
first time applicants were

screened, the committee couldn't concerned the masters' degree
decide on any qualified candidates.
requirement listed in the job
The second screening, he said,
description. It was vaguely
produced two candidates who met
worded, she said. Some people
the qualifications. They were
who were within a couple months
Dennis Pearson, who presently of getting their masters' applied
holds the position, and a former , for the job thinking they would be
EOP employee.
considered.
However,
the
Lalley explained that the pro- screening committee only consicedure EOP used to screen the dered those who already had their
applicants was evaluated by Af- masters' in hand. Lalley ·said this
firmative Action. She said there requirement was not specifically
were several things which led to stated in the job description.
the recommendation for another
"By excluding people in the last
screening.
stages of their masters'," she
Affirmative Action wondered
added, "they might not be getting
why only two applicants were
the most qualified person for the
considered qualified by the comjob."
mittee, Lalley said. She explained,
"Depending on the job description
Lalley explained that because of
and the qualifications needed,
slow mailing service many people
there are a reasonable number of
received the job description and
applicants you expect." She contiapplication form late. Affirmative
nued that the EOP position should
Action received several calls from
have attracted more than two
people saying they couldn't get the
qualified candidates.
A second problem, Lalley said.

Kevin Ryan resigns from BOC;
members accept with 'regret'
.

by GA YL CURTISS
EDITOR

Kevin Ryan, senior member of the Board of
Control, has resigned from that board. Ryan was
forced to tender his resignation because of academic
jeopardy.
Executive Manager of the Board of Control, John
Drinkwater, called Ryan's resignation unfortunate.
Drinkwater praised Ryan for his work in Olympia,
where he led a drive to stop tuition increases. Ryan
worked closely with several state legislators in
behalf of Central and Drinkwater said he is almost
irreplaceable.
Ryan's problems started last quarter when grade
troubles arose. He went before the board to explain

May
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his position and was granted permission to stay on
the board until May 15 with the hope that an
academic appeal would solve the problem. The
appeal was scheduled after the May 15 deadline and
Ryan was forced to resign.
Other board members expressed dismay at Ryan's
r.esignation. They agreed Ryan was a capable
member of the board and his presence on the board
would be missed.
At press time, it was uncertain whether the Joint
Committee on Committees was going to appoint a
replacement for Ryan or if a special election would be
called. A third option, if the committee could work
fast enough, was to tag the election for Ryan's
position .onto the election scheduled for May 27.
CAMPUS CRIER

application to the EOP office by
the March 15 deadline. Lalley said
the committee had refused to
consider any applications which
arrived after the fifteenth.
A committee is expected to be
formed .this we~k to begin the
screening process again. Converse
said he hopes the-position can be
filled by the end of the quarter /
the Ellensburg Warehouse
402 South Main
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Make sure you're ready
for summer's skimpy
fa sh ions- have that
unsightly body hair
removed by the experts
at pi's- with the
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method. Gently removes
a II unwanted ho ir- from
face, arms, body.
Com~ in today.

pj's hair design•~rs
corner of 3rd and sampson 962-2550
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Homosexuals on campus
f Oce societa I re iectio n
by DAVID WASSER
News Editor

.f·

Homosexuals are the last op~
pressed minority. Women, Blacks,
Chicanos, Orientals and American
Indians are all approaching equality. But there are not quotas
established for hiring gays.
According to a local man who
counsels gays, they are lonely
people-. A major area of their lives
cannot be discussed with others.
The counselor said, "their sexual
feelings are coded with negativity."
-Everything is geared toward
heterosexuals. Wherever a gay
J!erson looks, he sees that his
lifestyle is dramatically diHerent
from the lifestyle of everyone else.
· There is a gay student group at
Central. One member explained,
"Its not an organization as such.
We have a grapevine membership."
One of the primary reasons for
the group is dating. There are no
gay bars or other .such hang-outs
for homosexuals in ' Ellensburg.
The counselor for gays said their.
· biggest problem is fear, fear of
being discovered by employers or
loved ones. "Their fear level
exceeds reality," he said, "but its
not unrealistic.
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"Love is stronger than that," he
said. "Their parents wo~'t hate
them if they tell them properly."

A MESSAGE FCR BETTER. HEALTH• .

He explained that gays have
more mental problems than heterosexuals, due to the fact they
frequently have to hide their
feelings. "You can't hide things,"
he said. "you have to communicate
honestly."
"There'-s no difference between
the needs and wants of gays and
straight people," the counselor
explained.
These people do not choose to be
gay. They discover it and try to
accept it.
But accepting that fact must be
difficult when they experience
oppression from the straight
world.
"Liberal" minded college students may say, "Whatever they do
in the privacy of their own homes ·
is all right. But we don't want
them to hold hands in public
because it makes us feel ill at
ease." Hetersexuals have the right
to publicly show affection. Why
shouldn't gay people?

F°"ll tllP.S...
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History and discussion of methods

Contraception: It is your choice
by JANE SNYDER
Associate News Editor
Ann Landers still advises young
girls that the best method of birth
control is keeping the legs together, but quite a few of those
young girls have been opting for
alternative methods.
Until this century however,
·most women had only three real
alternatives: abstinence, pregnancy and luck. Remedies like cold
water douches and premature
withdrawal could be considered
luck-when they worked. A few
women used the pessary, a device
similiar to the IUD (intra-uterine
device), the first artificial means ·of
birth control.
Camels used the pessary first.
Arabian camel owners discovered
they could prevent pregnancy in
a female camel by sticking a rock
in her vagina; the word pessary
comes from the Greek word for
stone. Pregnant camels evidently
made irritable beasts of burden.
Camels seemed to have higher
birth control priority since it was a
long time before a pessary was
developed for- women.
The use of the pe_ssary in
Europe was limited to Jewish
women. They were not restricted
by the Roman Catholic Church's
stand against any form of artificial
birth control. Also, wealthy
women, along with enlightened
women with access to special
information, used the archaic device.
Protestant doctrines on birth
control varied from sect to sect,
. although, on the whole, they
weren't permissive. However, it
wasn't until this century with
Margaret Sanger's birth control
crusade during the Twenties, that
contraceptives became widely
available even to married women.
Sanger, a nurse, founded clinics
for the distribution of the

diaphragm and instruction in the
rhythm method. The diaphragm
once pushed out of the limelight by
the Pill and the IUD, is currently
popular again, perhaps, because of
the Pill and IUD safety controversies.
Then, as now, the diaphragm
had to be fitted by a clinician and
had to be used with spermicidial
jelly or foam. · Although the diaphragm has been improved in
recent years to make insertion
easier, many women dislike using
it because they say it's messy and
hampers spontaneity. Physicians
say it can be effective if used with
a spermicidial jelly or foam but
often hesitate to prescribe it. "
Doctors claim it takes too much
time to show patienis how to use it
and some women will not take the
trouble to use it correctly.
Condoms, the only male contraceptive despite all the talk about
developing a male Pill, was in
vogue during the Forties and
Fifties. The movie, Summer of '42
immortalized the problems assocciated with its use. It's still
considered effective particularly if
the women also uses spermicidial
foam. Some couples say it inhibits
the pleasure of both partners
during intercouse and other
couples consider condoms, in conjunction with foam, prohibitively
expensive. However, unlike the
Pill, the IUD and diaphragm,
condoms and foam are available
without prescription. Condoms are
also protection against venereal
disease but they're only as ef.:
fective in preventing disease as
they are against pregnancy.
Foam alone is considered a
reasonably effective form of contraception if it's used correctly;
i.e., usually each time a woman has
intercourse and with no douching
for several hours afterwards.
However, family planning says
foam should be used no later than
CAMPUS CRIER

15 minutes before intercourse and
two applications should be used
instead of one. But, as packages of
foam applications state, a woman
for whom pregnancy is contraindicated (considered harmful to the
health) should consult a physician
when choosing this method of
birth control.
Rhythm, also called "safe
periods" and Vatican roulette, is
the only form of birth control,
besides abstinence, permitted by
the Roman Catholic Church,
though dioceses have been
granting priests some leeway in
advising their parishioners. This
method involves avoiding intercourse during and five days before
ovulation.
Gynecologists say women,
particularly those with irregular
menstrual cycles, have . difficulty
determining when ovulation will
take place'. They also say that
taking one's temperature to ascertain the "time of the month" is
unreliable. Sometimes rhythm is
used in reverse by women who
want to get pregnant and
physicians say it's about as
effective as Coca-Cola douching.
Generally considered the most
effective forms of birth control,
the Pill and the IUD have lately
been under fire. The conveniences .
of either are readily apparent but
some women and some doctors
believe that both can adversely
affect the health.
Loretta Lynne made the charts
with her recording of The Pill with
its refrain: "Daddy ' don't you
worry none, Mama's got the Pill,"
but a lot of women have been
worrying about recent studies
linking the Pill to strokes, heart
disease, and blood clots. Research
done by the Rockefeller Foundation indicates that for every
million women using the Pill
between 20 and 34 years of age, 13
will die from Pill-related complica-

tions and 5,000 will become pregnant. The foundation also says that
women who use oral contraceptives have slightly higher blood
pressure, run twice the risk of gall
bladder disease, and are two and a
half times more likely than women
not using oral contraceptives to
develop excessively high blood
pressure.
Women who use oral contraceptives are usually advised that if
they skip taking their pill one day
they'rf;' safe but if they skip more
than one day they should .use
another form of birth control until
they begin another cycle. Women
who become pregnant by skipping
the Pill but begin another cycle of
pill not knowing they're pregnant
are considered more likely to give
birth to children with birth defects.
In 197 4 the FDA placed a ban on
commercial distribution of the
Dalkon Shield IUD. The Dalkon
was linked to 16 deaths and 219
septic abortions (abortions required because of infection from
the Shield) among the one million
women who used it. In December
of that same year, the FDA told
the manufacturers of the Shield,
The A. H. Robins Company, that
the ban would be lifted if the
company maintained records of all
the women using the shield.
Family Planning Clinics refused to
prescribe the shield for their
clients. The company later removed the shield voluntarily.
The coil IUDS now in use have
been associated with causing miscarriages in women who become
pregnant while using them. Some
doctors are taking their over-forty
patients off oral contraceptives
because of concern about heart
attacks and high blood pressure,
but even young women frequently
suffer from cramps, weight gain
due to water retention, headaches,
blood clots, and pigmentations.
May20, 1976
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Gerry Evoy, Jr.,
_
Mass Communications
"I would like to see more diversity and more big names.
I would like to see Supertramp
on Barto Lawn, after all, we
discovered them didn't we?"

Dale "Scott" Carpenter,
Mass Communications, disc
jockey, KCWS
"I would like to see the
entertainment committee take a
poll at registration and see
what the students really want
when it comes to entertainment. Personally, I don't want to
see any heavy rock like Trower, something more in the middle
like the Doobie Brothers, America or Three Dog Night."

Elaine De Sahw, Fr., ·
Undecided
"I would love to see more outdoor activities and more people
working on motivating people to
attend some of the events. Concerts are great but they have to
have people to get things together."

Pat Cline, Jr., Community Health
"I'd like a bigger variety and
more things like Anna Wyman.
I would like something different besides concerts and movies, and to have things that are
more culturally oriented." ·

Wayne Herzog, Jr., Sp.Ed.
"Good name jazz--Grover
· Washington would be nice. Also,
I'd like to see some folk music
because I think the entertainment.
has been too limited, limited to teeny-bopper groups
and I am tired-of that."
Stuart McMullen, Sr. Education, member BOC
"A variety of movies, bands and
dances that would attract people
would be great. More things like
Louie and the Rockets. I would
also like to see people in the
pit in the afternoon discussing
interests and causes they are involved with."

Judy Dietzen, Sr., Chemistry
''I really_ have enjoyed the
concerts from the Music Department, especially the concert last
spring. I like 'easy listening' music
and I wouldn't mind having
a soft rock group on campus. Also,
I would like more classical
presentations, especially a
classical guitarist." ·

Thanks, hugs to Mr. B
for always taking time
To the Editor:
Ever seen a short. grizzled and
fuzzy-haired man running around
at registration?
You may have missed him
because there is usally a crowd
around him asking questions. And
he's shooting off answers to all of
them.
He also has an office over in
Mitchell Hall. There too he's
running--if you've got a question,
you've got to get it out fast so he
can answer before he disappears.
From observation and experience, this guy is also very "into"
students.
Of course I refer to Lou Bovos,
the registrar.
It happens all too often that
students are unhappy about all the
red tape around. There are so
many offices, so many departments, so many people to talk to
just to . get needed information.
And granted, there -are lots of
people in those offices who have
heard the same old sob stories for
years.

May20, 1976

Lou Bovos is an exception. He
has always taken time. He has .
always offered a word of encouragement. And he has always been
willing to go to bat.
Last w-eek I had trouble with my
transcript. I was not going to
graduate in June as I ha_d desperately anticipated. Bovos offered
me the alternatives he could think
of, but suggested that I thumb
through the summer quarter time
schedule.
He was genuinely sorry for me.
Bovos suggestd that I talk to
other members of the staff. And
realizing there wasn't much hope
of graduating on time, he offered
me his ear and even his shoulder to
cry on.
He has been most supportive,
and I ·really appreciate that support a!Jd concern.
To "Mr. B.," I say THANKS and
hugs.

.Spring time in Vanta.~~-

Sincerely,
Linda Turner
CAMPUS CRIER
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Before June 1, buy a one-or
two-month Greyhound Ameripass at
pre-summer savings. Get as much as
two months_of unlimited travel,
all over.America, for what one month
will cost fhis summer.

Plan your summer vacation right now
Before June 2nd.
Buy a one-month or a two-month Ameripass and
get yourself some big, pre-summer savings. Your
lower-priced Ameripass will be good, after June 2nd,
for one or two months of continuous travel.
Besides pre-summer savings, you'll also get
yourself a ticket to unlimited travel, all over America
and Canada. The freedom to go where you want,
when you want. See what you want to see. Stop off
and visit friends. Set your own itinerary.
With every Ameripass, you'll get special discounts
on hotels, meals, sightseeing, and other good
things as you travel , too.
So get going on your summer vacation now,~and save money.
SIX

SEE HOW YOU'LL SAVE.
Cost
now

Cost
after June 1

Savings

$125
15-Day
One-Month 175
Two-Month 250

Unavailable
$250
350

$ 75
100

Ameripass

-

GREYHOUND

HlmBRJPDSS.

8th & Stewart .Streets, Seattle, WA

CAMPUS CRIER

{206) 624-5104
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City,-college said to coexist as integral parts
by MARCI BAKER
Ellensburg is often referred to
as a college town. The label is
appropriate because often one can
not be discussed without including
the other.
According to President Brooks,
"The college and community form
a partnership in which each has
some degree of a private life.
But they've got to work closely
and cooperatively when it comes
to many matters."
Brooks explain~d that because
the college and the city exist in the
same environment, it should be
understood that decisions made by
the college have repercussions
throughout the community. "Likewise," he said, "whatever is provided by the city will affect
Central."
'
Ellensburg's Mayor Earl Clark
commented, "It's impossible to say
you have the college on the on~
hand, the.city on the ·other hand,
because you don't have that. They
both become an integral part of
each other."
Clark continued by saying each
creates problems for the other, but
on the whole, the city has a. good
working relationship with the
college.
Brooks· said, however, that the
relationship needs to be improved.
"We need to explore ways to work
more cooperatively," he said. Tentative plans have been made to do
just that. Brooks said the city and
college staffs hope to have more
meetings to "discuss things and to

.

identify the problems that we can dollars the city receives from the
work on together."
state. "If our enrollment goes up,
the population of the city goes up.
A~cording to Clark, working
together apparently has not been And the income the city receives
much of a problem -in the past. He from the state through various
commented, "If it hadn't have been taxes is based on the number of
for cooperation and m~etings with people in the population base."
the college staff, there would have
Brooks pointed out that the
been a lot ot things we would college has an important impact
· because it also employs 2,000
never have had."
Clark cited as -one example the 'Ellensburg citizens. These emladder fire truck which was bought ployees live in the community, use
with the city and college funds. "It city facilities and put money into
was a cooperative effort to prot~ct .\he economic mainstream.
City Manager Robert Walker .
us and the college," he explained.
"We really don't need a !ad<J~ said he feels college employees
truck because we don't have a lot have a greater impact on the city
of high buildings. But the college than students. Permanent emdoes have high buildings so we ployees.he explained.are constantly "adding dollars to the economic
bought it."
Brooks pointed out that there stream of the community." He
are many services which the said students, on the other hand,
college provid~s the. ·city.
He use most of their money for college
noted that citizens in the communi- costs such as tuition and housing.
ty are free to use such services as "Most of their money goes to the
the speech and hearing clinic and college. It really isn't going to the
the swimming pool. Also, most community."
Brooks said that the college is
events scheduled on campus are
planning to conduct a study this
open to the public.
Brooks explained that the col- · summer to determine the impact
lege has a "tremendous economic of the college on Kittitas County.
impact" on the city. The success of He said, "I believe we will be able
most businesses is directly .or i to show conclusively that the
indirectly affected by the college college has a tremendous impact
throughout the central part Qf
being here, he said.
"The students are tremendous Washington and an . extremely
economic assets to the communi- favorable impact upon the local
ty,'' remarked Brooks. "Should ·an community."
the students leave here and the - -According to Brooks; the relacollege shut down, the economy tionship between city and college
management is not the most
would suffer terrifically."
Brooks went on to explain that important association in the com__students often affect the amount of _munity ._~~:r~e _ real 'town-gown'

relationships exist socially," he
said. "One of the benefits of having
a school in a small town is the
personal relationships and associations which exist."
The employees at the college are ·
also citizens. Brooks said that
many of them are involved in local
service organizations such as Kiwanis, Boy Scouts, United Good
Neighbors and the Chamber of
Commerce. It is the involvement
within these organizations which
is most important, said Brooks.
"There are so many people involved in so many different ways. It
enriches the environment for
people who are here."
There is often criticism of the
college and its students. Brooks
explained that many people say
"the college is a drain on the town.
It doesn't provide the tax funds
and economic support for the city
to support its services."
Brooks said that he does not
believe this is true. He commented
that those who believe the criticism are not aware of the impact
the college has on the city. He said,
they are riot aware of the amount
of money that circulates or comes
into the city as a result of the
college being in Ellensburg.
Brooks admits that the college
has not contributed enough funds
directly for city management. "We
have contributed a bit, but really
very little, to some of the services."
There has also been concern
that students increase the crime
rate. Walker said that he hasn't

seen any signs of this. ..·I don't
think there's really anything unusual created by the college," he
remarked.
Brooks explained that he has
noticed m..ost vandalism .seem~ t;·
to occur when students are home
on vacation. "We know that on
campus, in terms of vandalism,
theft and other things, about 80
per cent of those apprehended
were not associated with the
school at all."
Many people are concerned that
the college has too much impact on
the community--that it has too
much Dower.
Brooks commented, "I don't
think we've tried to overwhelm
the community with authority. We .
have not been very active in local :;
politics." Unlike other college ,.
towns, where faculty and administrators are members of the city
council, Ellensburg has had very
few Central employees oli · the
_£ouncil, said Brooks..
Both Clark and Brooks agree
that despite the impact the college
has on Ellensburg, the city could
survive without it. Ellensburg is at
a crossroads in the state, it's at a
good geographical location and it's
the .center of the farm commm;iity
of Kittitas County.
Clark commented that the city
has had businesses come and go
and. "we've always survived." Although Central does have a large
impact on the community, he. said,
· the city could also survive without
it.

.
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Remember
Thursday is .

Monday
thru Friday
5-lpm
'Attitude
adjustment
hour'

925-9801

Ladies Night
Dine in
Ellensburg's fine

/RON HORSE
RESTAURANT

LeRoy & Company

Canyon · Road
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"Swing your partner...dosido"
Cats. Kippes has been calling for
four years. Anderson said that
Every Thursday evening in the although some callers need some
SUB ·ballroom, a group called The type of schooling to learn to call,
Square Cats Square:Dancing Club Kippes has taught himself.
meets for three hours of dancing.
In square dancing, the caller is
Bev Anderson, the club president, the person who calls out the moves
said the club doesn't do traditional for the dancers to make. Kippes
square dancing, but mod~rn calls clearly 3:nd quickly. The
dancers followed his calls very
square dancing.
.
The traditional square dance is well.
~
memorized, the caller learns exacThe Square Cats have been
, tly what to say and the dance is set doing some traveling, visiting
. to a certain song. In the modern square dance clubs from other
· dance, the caller does impromptu , schools and community clubs.
calls. This type of dance can be set They spent the weekend of May 8
to-any type of music, thus allowing and 9 in the Tri-Cities. They are
for a.large variety of dances.
planning a mystery trip for May
Mike Kippes calls for the Square 22. No mre but the trjp's planners
by TAMI ANDERSON

know their destination.
Square dance clubs around the
state will meet later in the year for
a state convention and also a
national convention in Anaheim,
California.
Some
of
the
Square
Cats invite everyone to come and
watch. They meet every Thursday
at 7 pm and give lessons to
newcomers until about 8:30. Then
they have a short meeting and
dance until about 10. Afterwards,
the members meet at Taco Time
for something to eat. Anyone
interested in lessons can come any
Thursday and talk to Anderson or
Marie Clark, the vice-president ..

bathing
beauties
These are the suits that
suit Summer best! Our
super swimwear collection.
Smashing bikinis and
maillots. Splashing
2-piecers and tunics.
Plus matching
coverups! Here!

DOWNTOWN

YOUNG STUDENT--Three-year old Melissa Smith dropped-in on Dr.
Refai's Middle East History class. She didn~t find the French
occupation of Syria as interesting as her father Terry, in background.

Dag uerrotype lecture
given by critic Murray
San Francisco art critic Joan
Murray was at Central last Friday
for the Bicentennial Festival. She
gave an illustrated lecture on the
earliest type of photograph called
the daguerrotype.
Murray is a photographer and
photography editor for Artweek
m_agazine. She is also a critic for
Popular Photography and teaches
extension courses at the University of California in Berkeley.
"I've been collecting daguerrotypes for about 10 years," explained Murray. Her lecture was
predominantly confined to showing slides of part of her collection

and explaining a little bit about
them. She said she has accumulated approximately 600 daguerrotypes over the years.
According to Murray, a daguerrotype was made with a copper
plate which had silver distributed
over it. The plate was polished to
give it a mirror-like quality. It was
then made light sensitive so that a
picture could develop from the
plate.
The price of a daguerrotype
today is "whatever the market will
bear," said Murray. She commented that a portrait of Edgar Allen
Poe recently was sold for $38,000.

HIGH QUALITY
- E LLENSBURG BLUE
AGATE GEl\ISTONES
•.. the Northwest's most

beautiful gift

Art of Jewelry
309N. Pearl
EIGHT
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Trovver displays 'finesse'
by ROBIN MATES
Rock groups Robin Trower and
Kansas played to an enthusiastic
crowd May 12 at Nicholson as
. Central hosted its premier concert
for the year. The music program
got underway at 9:00 'with Kansas.
That band did originate · in
Topeka, Kansas, and saw its first
major breakthrough in 1972 when
Kansas toured with the legendary
Kings. Since then, the band has
toured with over 70 groups and
has completed three albums.
The band's leader, Rob Steinhart, said that Kansas has played
with groups like Queen, Mott the
Hoople, Climax Blues Band and
Status Quo. Steinhart said that
his band. has been influenced by a
variety of groups, ranging in types
from the Marshall Tucker Band to
the Electric Light Orchestra.
Their performance opened up
with the title tune of their second
album: Song For America. Next
they slid into a cut off their newest
album, Masque.
Kansas is a versatile band. Its
music reminded me of Deep Pur-p1e af times and yet~ it also got as

melodic as Emerson, Lake and
Palmer. The highlight of their
performance was a song from their
newest album entitled Child of
Innocence. Excellent organ and
guitar exchanges make this exceptionally pleasing to the ear.
Although Kansas never did play
an encore number, they were well
received by the crowd.
Thirty minutes lollowing the
conclusion of Kansas' act Robin
Trower made his debut.
Trower' s performance was by
far the most impressive show ever
in Ellensburg. His awesome guitar
work was powered by six Marshall
speakers. It was so loud I thought
the Pavilion was going to crumble--as a matter of. fact, Trower
was so loud that the vocals were
completely washed out by his
continual strumming. Oh well,
people paid to see this wizard do
his thing and they definitely got
what they paid for and then ·some.
- Trower opened his act with Day
of the Eagle. He played with a
finesse that reminded me of the
late Jimi Hendrix, especially with
Trower utilizing distortion aiia
feedback so effectively.
After a few rockers he slowed

IMPRESSIVE FIDDLER--Robbie Steinhardt of Kansas provided lots
of action at last Wednesday's concert.

·things down and g-ot into some
blues: Misty Days. His playing
never ceased to amaze me. He got
more sound out of his guitar than I
had realized possible.
His next selection, Too Rolling
Stoned, just about brought the
'Ceiling down. Crowd reaction was
one of pure excitement. During
the next couple of songs Trower
displayed his talent by using the
wah-wah--very impressive.
The ninth song he played,
Al"thea, was interrupted due to· a
fight that had broken out in front
of the stage. After just minutes
the fight stopped and the music
continued. Little Bit of Sympathy
was next. The vocals were a little
more out front for this one.
Trower played two more numbers: Rock Me Baby, an old
Hendrix favorite, and · S.M.O.,
which concluded the concert.
Trower's total performance tallied - LOTS OF BUTTONS--The Robin Trower-Kansas combination saw
twelve songs.
mountains of equipment invade Nicholson Pavilion. It took all day to
set-up and adjust for the concert.

The Rimer of Eldritch

Actors succeed, play fails
Despite fine performances by
Charlie Watters, Kandyce Barker,
Pat Pritchard, Armina Blackwell
and Molly Benoit, Lanford
Wilson's The Rimer of Eldritch
didn't make it off the ground. The
play, not the performers or their
competent director, E. Dee
Torrey, was at fault.
The predictable subplots are too
numerous to relate. Wilson gave
this shabby structure a heavy
load, but, on the quick, it goes like·
this:
There's this little crippled girl
named Eva (nicely played, including limp, by Kandyce Barker)
who had this friend, Robert (Pat
Prichard did well) who is haunted,
as they say in TV Guide, by the
memory of his brother, Driver, a
stock car racer who was impotent
when he was alive. Now he's dead,

Youth Ballet members to dance
with guest artist here Saturday
I

western dance to music from the 150. She was joined two years ago
score of How the West was Won. by ballet instructor Jean Miller,
Guest artists, Silva and Hevenor, who was trained in Seattle and
will do an excerpt from Minkus' , works as co-director.
Don Quixote and will perform
The Ellensburg Youth Ballet has
Albinoni Adagio, which recently nerformed throughout the Yakima
won a gold medal for modern an<l Kh,titas Valleys through the
choreography at the First Tokyo Arts in Education program. In
The evening will include modern, World Ballet Concours.
additior., the students have gained
jazz, western and classical Spanish .Christine Patterson, artistic recognition with gold and silver
dances as well as ballet.
director of the Ellensburg Youth medals at the Spokane Arts.
Ballet, trained with the Roy3J Festival and scholarships from the
The Youth Ballet will dance Pas Ballet in England, which has long Pacific Northwest Ballet Company
de Quatre, American Variations to held a reputation as one of the and the Summer Dance LaboraScott Joplin's New Rag, Irving world's leading ballet companies. tory at Fort Worden.
Berlin's Crinoline Days, Wizz, She has taught through Central's
Donation is $2 for adults and $1
Razz ma Tazz and Moonlight Continuing .Education for five
for students and senior citizens.
Serenade. Also -Beethove-ri's years . with enrollment having Tickets are available at Berrys,
Country Dances, and an original grown from 25 students to over the SUB and at the door.
Donna Silva and Douglas Hevenor of the Seattle First Chamber
Dance Co. and 16 members of the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet will perform a Bicentennial Dance Celebration at McConnell Auditorium
Saturday, May 22, at 8:30 pm.
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killed while racing of course, and But the viewer doesn't really giv~
his car is still on the main drag.
a damn because he saw To Kill a
Robert's feelings towards his Mockingbird, and other classics of
brother are ambiguous. Shelly American Gothic and he knows
Manor (the play's best per- that there will be a senseless
formance by Charlie Watters), a killing any minute.
All through the play, you see,
disreputable old drunk who looks
in windows, doesn't help Robert · Nelly Winrod's been on trial for
by telling him that he's all right something or other, but she's not
but Driver was a bastard who really on trial because everyone
else in Eldritch is heartless, too.
abused his girl friend.
Finally Eva and Robert, who
And sneaking of abuse, we have
Nelly Winrod lfine job by Molly · like to walk in the woods, are
Benoit) who beats her sweet old doing so when Eva, who is
mama (Liz Watters) who tells unstable because of her vicious
everybody about it but they all mother (Stephanie Noble) and,
pretend not to believe her.
who, despite her dependence ~n
·Then there's Patsy Johnson Robert's friendship, is danger(Leslie McCorkle is very funny in ously fond of comparing Robert to
her cashmere-sweatered part] the dead Driver and otherwise ·
who's father (Chris Rheinertseli] flicking Robert on the raw, tells'
beats her when he discovers she's Robert that she's old enough to .
pregnant.
have babies now (14) and if he
The father of Patsy's child is were the man Driver was he'd help,
Walter. (Barry R. Murphy), a her out.
Robert finds the idea less than .
young man who's wandered into
town and captured the heart of appealing but Eva taunts him and
Cora Groves (sympathetically por- he falls for her, literally. Eva
trayed by Armina Blackwell), an screams as the teases always do in
attractive woman in her mid- the movies and Skelly, who just
happens to be wandering around,
thirties who owns a truckstop.
You can tell Cora is a good guy comes to the rescue.
Meanwhile Nelly Winrod's aged
because she's nice to Skelly who·
(as you'd know if you learned mama has heard all this and she.
about symbolism in high school) is urges Nelly to take shotgun in
a truth symbol and everybody hand and investigate. Nelly, of
course, shoots Skelly and everyknows what happen to them.
Patsy, we learn in a really dumb one makes out that Robert was
voice recording, moves in on protecting Eva from Skelly. Thus
Walter who says he hasn't got goes the trial of Nellie Winrod who
"anything" with him. The play is gets off. Does this all sound rather
set in the 50's or Patsy, who gets· contrived? Oh, it was.
The set, --designed by Barbara
around, would be on the Pill. She
says it's all right. (Pant, pant.) Torrey, was workable and inSurprise. Walter leaves town and teresting but some of the special
people are snitty to the bereft effects were as bad as the play. ·
Particularly the red flash when
Cora.
Wilson goes in for a lot of Skelly was killed. And playing
artsy-craftsy flashbacks and re- Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the
peats so that the play both Moon at dramatic intervals was
progresses and doesn't progress. laughably stagey ..
NINE

Together we can make the world beerable.

Rainier Brewing Company; Seattle, Washington
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Graduate student named Crier editor
Paul R. Fridlund Jr., 26, has
been named as new editor for the
Campus Crier for fall and winter
quarters. Fridlund, who will be a
grad~~te student in history next
year, will graduate from Central
with a B.A. degree in mass
communications this spring.

Formerly from Prosser, Fridlund has held a number of journalistic positions. In the Army, he
served as editor of the Indian
Head, a military publication . in
Korea. He has also served as an '
information officer at Fort Riley,
Kansas.

Fridlund, who served as photo
editor on the Crier this entire
year, plans to continue many of
the same concepts established by
previous editors. He will however,
be making changes in the editorial,
feature and news concepts of tlie
paper.

The new editor is the first male
to hold the position jn two years.
"It's time to give the men a
chance," he laughingly remarked.
"I am going to liberate a few men
around here."
Fridlund's first appointment as
editor was to name Pamela Whit- .
ener, a juni~~ m~~~-- c~I_!_l_l!lunica-

tions major, as managing editor.
Whitener, who will be in charge
of all phases of production, currently is a writer and production
worker on the Crier.
Fridlund and Whitener both
agree the Crier will be somewhat
limited in the scope of coverage by
_expected budget cuts.
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STUDY ABROAD
WITH THE

NORT~WEST COUNCIL ofco.LLEGES
Plan A Summer To Remember
This is your opportunity! Now is CURRICULUM
Fall
. the time to discover the fascination of a foreign culture. The Summer
Basic Photography; Adv~ need
Northwest Council ·of Colleges,
Photography;
Mexican Plants:
which has a membership of seven 'Basic Photography; Advanced
colleges and universities, offers a Photography; Seminar on Mexican Their Diversity, Identification and
study experience you can't afford Art History; Mexican Civilization; . Adaptation; Plant Geography of
to miss. At the Mexico Instruction- Class lnstruction--Guitar; Family. Mexico; International Marketing
al Center YOU can study and earn Life in Mexico; Mexican Villages; Management; Mexico in th~ Classroom· Education in M~xico; Indivcredits this summer.
Mexican Society; Don Quijote: idual' Study (in Educationl; EngOver the past six years the Hero or Fool; The Novel of the
program has attracted students Mexican Revolution; 20th Century lish Composition; Creative Writing; Mexico: ·Fact and .liction;
from across the United States as Latin American Literature; Folk.well as from countries abroad. lore of Mexico*; Indian Cultures*; Economic Geography of Mexico;
Enrolled for one or more quarters Workshop on Mexican Culture*; Practical Aids in Teaching the
year round, participants , learn Comparative Law; 1st Year Span- Geography of Mexico; Settlements
of Mexico; Survey of the GeologSpanish or improve their use of ish; 2nd Year Spanish; Int~:f!~ive
ical Sciences; Historical Geology of
the language, live with a family Spanish I; Intensive Sp-ariish II.
Mexico; Workshop on the Enviror:(optional), take courses in the
mental Geolouv of M~:::co; Survey
liberal arts, sciences, etc., and
of Modern Mexico; 20th Century
supplement their classwork with BUS SCHEDULE ·
Latin American Literature; Folkfield trips.
Leave Washington, J upe 17
lore of Mexico*; Mexican CivilizaGuadalajara, the location of this Arrive Guadalajara, Juiie 20-tion (taught in Spanish); Comparaprogram is -Mexico's second larLeave Washington (workshop), . tive Cultures--Mexico, U.S.; Comgest city, with a population apJuly 16
parative Legal Systems--Mexico,
proaching two million. A city of
Arrive Guadalajara (Workshop), U.S.; R~ligion, Politics and Socieideal weather and abundant flowJuly 19
ty; A Conwarative Study; Comers, fountains and parks, it is hoine
Leave Guadalajara, August ·21 & parative Politics and Developmento the Ballet Folklorico, the bullSept.11
tal Change; 1st Year Spanish; 2nd
fight, the charreada and the serArrive Washington, August 24 & Year Spanish; Intensive Spanish
enade.
Sept.14
II; Contemporary Mexican LiteraMexico is easy to fall in love
ture; Mexican Civilization
with. Through classes, daily con- COSTS
Full
Session:
$594
includes
tuition
*includes
a two-week field trip to
tact with :Mexicans, and field trips,
yo.u will eapture the spirit of o~ ·& fees, room & board with a family the Yucatan Peninsula, Oaxaca,
neighbors to the south, and--if the (optional), round trip NWCC bus and Mexico City
past is any indication--you will be transportation.
reluctant to come back!
Workshop on Mexican Culture:
It's still not too late to. apply .for $350 includes tuition and fees (5 DATES:
credits), room & board with a ·Full Session--June 21-August 20
You can enjoy French culture three days to the quaint ~nd summer quarter.
family, round trip NW.CC bus Workshop on MeXiean Culture-- .
nearly at your doorstep at a co~t historical Quebec city. . ··
transportation.
July 22-August 20
·
that is considerably less than a trip
. to Paris. You can attend the 1976 In this setting you will study and
World OlympiCs even though tick- assimilate French and Canadian
ets were reportedly sold out many ·culture, language and civilization.
You· will have an exciting, .meanmonths ago.
ingful and · memorable studyThe Canada Instructional Center abroad experience .if you decide on
is located in Montreal, a city that Montreal this summer!
embodies the best of both the
French and Anglo cultures and DATES: June 20-August 20
1976 marks the seventh consecuweaves them into its own unique
tive
year of operation for the
and fascinating way of life.
CURRICULUM
Northwest Council of Colleges'
Renowned as an international SWniner Quarter
study abroad programs, and inccenter, Montreal is the second
reasing numbers of students are
largest French speaking city in the Sketching Montreal/Canadian Art including an international experiworld. Cosmopolitan character is Beginning French/Second Year ence in their college careers .. Why
French not enrich YOUR college career by
reflected in its art, literature,
music and theater, providing an Multi-Cultural ~ducation
enrolling now in a program abinteresting contrast to the pictur- Olympic Games in Perspective . road? You too can reap the
esque reminders of the city's Canadian Studies (French Cana- benefits of a rewarding and fascindian History) ating education as a participant at
historic past.
your choice of foreign locales.
Participants may enjoy the con- COSTS
veniences and sophistication of
SPEND A SUMMER SOUTH OF
this vibrant metropolis and a~ the $634 includes summer quarter THE BORDER--OR NORTH.
same time can appreciate the tuition and fees, room and board YOU CAN'T GO WRONG.
natural beauty of the surrounding with a Canadian family, field trips,
landscape in Quebec province. and Olympic events.

Think Mo.n treal
Think French Canada·
.
Think Olympic~ .

Enlarge
Your
World

But that's not all! As the site of the
1976 Olympic Games, the city
offers a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to combine spectatorship
with academic learning, and participants in the program this
summer will have tickets for
selected ()lympi~ even~s. In ad-dition, a field trip is planned for

FOURTEEN

FOR INFORMATION:

North~est Council of Colleges
202 Peterson Hall
Central W_ash. State College
"963-3612

DON'T WAIT-APPLY NOW FOR
SUMMER QUARTER
FAL·L APPLICATION DEADLINE:
SEPTEMBER1

(Paid advertisement)
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Grupe pool poses problems
by CLINT ROBBINS
Located between Black Hall and
Bouillion Library, the Grupe Conference Center pool has become a
problem for Central maintenance
because it must be cleaned several
times a year.
Charles Gruhl, Facilities Planning and .Construction Department officer, said, "The pool leaks
and is often the target of papers
and cups thrown into it by people
and blown into it by the wind."
"Considering the problem with
the Grupe pool, it has been decided
to make something else which will
be pleasing to everyone," he
noted. "We plan to landscape the
pool and make the area a place
where students might go to just
sit, relax and get away from all of
the classroom demands."

CHOCOLATE MESS--Warm days, ice-cream and ki,ds just go
together. For the kids, it's a delight, but for mom it can involve a
clean-up campaign. Ivy Monholland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.· Troy
Monholland, got the sponge after her summer-time treat.

Co-op plans to provide
natural, organic foods
by RANDALL DODD

about 150 members, hope_s to
appeal to all segments _of the
The Peaceful Valley Food Co-op community. Members pay a oneis a group of Kittitas Valley time membership fee and then
residents who decided earlier this donate either labor or money on a
year that the community needed monthly basis. They then receive a
good ,foods for ~ low price. After 15 percent discount on everything
months of planning, the tentative · they buy in the store.
opening date is June 1 for the
Co-op Store, located at 105 East
The Peaceful Valley Food Co-op
4th.
hopes to provide an alternative to
Most of the products offered at shopping at large commercial
the store will be of the natural food ~enters. By shopping at the Co-op,
variety. Staples such as brown people will be helping themselves
rice, natural fruit juices, honey, instead of increasing profits for a
oil, nuts, cheeses and herbs will large corporation. The foods offerbe sold. Also, fresh produce will be ed at the store will be organically
offered. Later in the summer the grown . .
group plans to work with local
Perhaps the best summary of the
farmers to sell produce grown in basic idea of the store is the slogan
the Kittitas Valley.
under which it operates: "Food for
The Co-op, which presently has people, not for profit."

eaming pillar of constancy in a changing- ¢;;;;:;;::=s--....t:\.
wor!J. the design of
the schooner is lost
back in the Jim past of Scandinadan glass craftsmanship.
Until 1895, it remained nameless, when Australian-sailor$
adopted it as the regulation
beer quantity for young seamen.
(A 3/4 pint mug was too much;
a 1/2 pint glass too little.) So the
wasp-waist, bottom-heavy tavglass was christened with the
name of a ship midway bet\Yeen
a cutter and a frigat.e .
The schooner hasn't changed
a lot. And neither has Olympia
Beer. It's still made with premium
ingredients and a heritage of
brewing experience that never
changes. A great beer doesn't
change . Olympia never will.
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Gruhl said that $19,000 has been
allocated for the work, which
should reduce maintenance and
safety problems in the area. "We
want to landscape the perimeter of
the Grupe C~nference Center and

Beer Jol.-sn't i..rct any better.

And Mary Grupe Conference
Center was among the items ,
planned for constructio~.

Five attend
convention .·
Five students from Central's
Tau-Iota Chapter attended the
regional Phi Alpha Theta convention held at Montana State University in Bozeman on May 7 and 8.
Three of the students read ,
papers--Vivian Brown, "The Chaco
War and its Peacemakers"; Kenneth Munsell, "The New Navy and
the Military-Industrial Complex in
the 19th Century"; and Cynthia
Stevens, "Experiment in Democracy; Rhode Island's Acts and
Orders of 1647."
Brown's. paper received an
Honorable Mention A ward. Mark
Davidson and Lorraine Tinsley
also attended the convention.

The new Advent Model 400 Speaker is a miniature, acoustic-suspension
speaker system with amazing sound for its size and cost. It doesn't have
the frequency range and power handling of Advent's bigger, more expensive speakers, but it has more and better sound than you have any reason
to expect from something so simple and non-money-consuming.
With a pair of Advent 400's, we can help you put together a goodsounding stereo system for as little as $ · ~199
. (That's a phono-only
system, with an amplifier and record player; if you want FM reception, a
receiver instead of the amplifier will bring the tab up to $ 259 _ . ) Until
now, all,you could get for that kind of money was one of those chromy
"component-type" things the appliance stores sell, which tend to sound
more like appliances than like music.
Whatever you're waiting for the economy to do, we don't think you'll
ever find a better speaker than the Advent 400 for so little eash. Come in
and hear how good a pair of 400's can make an inexpensive system sound.
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seen at one time in the school's
history."

You Can't Find a Good
Speaker That's Smaller or Less
Complicated or Less
Expensive Than This One.

g'
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generally improve this area'~ appearance.
Grupe Conference Center is
named in honor of Mary Grupe, an
early researcher in experimental
psychology at Central. She was a
member of Central's staff from
1897 to 190'7 and from 1912 to 1929.
This construction was part of a
large development plan which saw
the allotment of more than $1
million for an education and ·
psychology building.
A committee appointed by Dr.
Maurice Petit, then chairman of
the Division of Education, decided
to suggest the construction of a
large conference room (the center)
to be used by all campus groups.
According to Samuel R.
Mohler's The First 75 Years [a
history of Central Washington
State College], "There had been a
lag in construction due in part to
legislature and constitutional problems of finance."
But, according to Mohler's 1967
book, published by Central and
printed by a Spokane firm, ''The
1959 legislature allowed · such
building activity as had not been
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CAMPFIRE GIRLS

PLACEMENT FILES

Kittitas County Council of Campfire Girls
will be conducting interviews Thursday,
May 20.
Students interested in employment must
sign up for an interview in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 208, prior to the
interview date.

June and summer graduates who wish to
take advantage of placement services
should establish a placement file immediately. Placement forms may be picked up at
Barge 105.
June graduates who will be leaving the
Ellensburg area should come into the office
and fill out a mailing card if they wish to
receive job n~tification during the summer.
It is also appreciated if registered candidates who have already accepted positions
will notify the Placement Office to that

LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU

Barbara Bailey and company will present
an evening of Broadway songs Thursday at
8 pm in Hertz. No admission will be
charged.
-

l'ffe<"f.

foods on the trail. The nutritional needs of
the backpacker will be discussed and
illustrated. The actual packing of food will
be shown.
The workshop is sponsored by the home
economics adult education class at Central.
The program is free and babysitting will
be provided.
'·
Call Willa Dene Powell for more information. 963-1405.

CO-REC SWIM MEET

Swim meet preliminaries are scheduled to
be held on May 25; finals, May 27. Entries
are due May 21. Medals are to be awarded
for first and second places and a team
trophy will be given for first place. Rosters .
and information are available in Nicholson .
108 or during Co-Rec swimming.
BACKPACKING WORKSHOP

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Students who need summer jobs are
encouraged to start looking immediately.
The Office of Financial Aid is attempting to
contact employers on a local, state and
national level. All job openings will be
posted on the bulletin board outside the
Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209.

Interested in backpacking? Come to the
workshop May 25, 7;9:30 pm Nicholson 223.
It will feature demonstrations on drying
jerky, fruit leather and preparing natural

Vocal ensembles, instrumentals
featured ·at 2nd annual Jazz Nite
by KAY CORY

The second annual Jazz Night of
the year will be presented at
McConnell , auditorium tomorrow
night. Both jazz bands and vocal
ensembles will be featured on
stage. The whole place will be
jumping to the sounds of the two
jazz bands and vocal jazz ensembles as they perform.
The First Jazz Band did a
concert with Count Basie in the
Tri-Cities. On May 23 they will be
performing on the campus of

UW. Their last performance of the
academic year will be June 4 at
Fort Steilicoom College in Tacoma.
Also performing there will be the
vocal jazz ensemble.
- Directing Jazz Night will be
Central's John Moawad. Moawaa
graduated from Central and also
received his Master's Degree here.
In 1970 he returned to Central and
has since taught here.
Assisting in the program will be
grad student Jere Knudtsen, who
is also the lead alto saxophonist in
· the First Jazz Band. He replaced

Terry ~anie, who, with Gary
Hobbs, another former member ol
the band, has joined the Stan
Kenton Band.

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS FOR
1976-77

Students planning to apply for financial aid
for the 1976-77 school year are asked to pick
up their application forms in the Qffic_e of

Financial Aid, Barge 209. Although the
deadline dates have passed, the Office of
Financial Aid will continue accepting applications a11d awards of aid will be made as
funds allow.
1976-77 BEOG APPLICATIONS
Applications for the 1976-77 Basic Educational Opportunity Grant are still available
in the Office of Financial Aid. Federal
regulations are now changed and all
undergraduates are eligible to apply. All
undergraduate students applying for other
types of financial aid are required to submit
a BEOG application.
EXIT INTERVIEW INFORMATION

If this is your last quarter at Central and
you have received a National Direct
Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or come to the
second floor of Mitchell Hall. The office
is located just behind the cashier's cage,
near the accounting section.

Veterans must prove
enrollment quarterly

Jazz Night at Central this
quarter will be the last home
performance for some of the
Recent changes in Veterans Admembers of the groups. Moawad
said · that quite a few will be - ministration regulations have resulted in a policy change by the
graduating this spring.
Veterans Affairs Office here at
Moawad said he expects the 8 Central.
pm program to last around 90
In the past, veterans have .been
minutes. The admission charge required to contact the office only
will be $1.00.
if they had made changes in their
enrollment.
Beginn{ng summer quarter, however, all veterans and other persons who receive veteran benefits
must contact the Veterans Affairs
Office every quarter to verify
their enrollment. They must present the "pink !?lip" from registration no later than two weeks into
the quarter or benefits will be
terminated immediately. A station
will be set up at registration in,the
SUB for this purpose. All veterans
are urged to stop at this after
registering and turn in a copy of
their clas·s schedule.
While the change in policy may
result in some inconvenience at
the beginning of each quarter, it
Ever thought of becoming a Peace Corps Volunteer? No question, work4ng
will help eliminate the problems
overseas for 2 years in the Peace Corps is a lot different than working in the
sorrie _veterans experience with
United States.

ATTENTION: JUNE GRADS

Even though Peace Corps assignments mean long .hours, low pay, and a
certain amount of frustration, there are rewards for special people. Like working and living in a developing country. Learning a new language and culture.
But most of all, helping people where there's work to be done.
Apparently, these rewards are enough to attract many Americans. 65,000
since 1961. And 68 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific
continue to ask for the services of Peace Corps Volunteers.
Currently, the Peace Corps has volunteer opportunities in a wide variety of
skills and disciplines. These include architecture, forestry, business, accounting, nursing, fisheries, secondary education, math, general science,
engineering, home economics, urban planning, the physical sciences,
trench, and many other areas. Some openings require an advanced degree
plus experience.
The deadline for applying for programs that begin this Summer is right
around the corner. A Peace Corps representative can give you complete information on the exact nature of each opening and the requirements. An interview is all it takes.
If you think you're qualified and are prepared to find your own special experience and reward in the Peace Corps, come and talk to us.

Peaie
corp .

~hanges in credit load and enrollment. It will also help to eliminate
the problem of overpayments and
allow the Veterans Affairs Office
to conform to the new VA regu- .
lations.

Accountant
plans travels
Stephanie Frederick, head
accountant in Centrars business
office, has retired and will be
leaving Central sometime before
August. Frederick, who will complete fourteen years at Central in
August, says that she and her
husband plan to do a little traveling but intend to remain in
Ellensburg permanently. "I can't
think of a nicer place," said
Frederick.
A lifetime resident of Roslyn,
Frederick came to Central after
graduation from Roslyn's public
schools.

_CHURCH ILLS
''Exchange A Book''
Economy-Ecology

llEW BOOKS
For our "Exchange A Book" customers,
we have •dded publl1her1' new releases.
New book tltl• at -aubltantlal 1avlnga ·
over cover price end when you re-cycle
your pocket book• with us •ft•r you have
rud them, you save ~ the price on trade.
We 1ell uald peperblck1 from 20C up
and exchange for 11 Httl• •• 1oc on an old
p.perblck.book of youral
Bag, Box or Bile your book• and bring
them In.

SPECIAL JOBS

FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE.

CHURCHILL'S
look Levers·· H1unt

ON CAMPUS May 20 - 21 only
INQUIRE: PIT ST Student Union 9AM - 4PM

125 S. 2•• St ••
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'Cats beat

Lose NAIA

by DOUG HEIMBIGNER

Central's bid for a District 1
NAIA baseball championship fell
short as the Wildcats were beaten
twice by a powerful Lewis and
Clark squad last Friday in a
doubleheader played at Lewiston,
Idaho.
·
In an awesome offensive display
Lewis and Clark took the first
game, 14-5 and edged Central in
the second contest by a score of
6-4.

L-C State grabbed an early 'lead
and built up a 14-1 margin by the
eighth inning. Central's lone run
came on singles by Greg
McDonald, Jim Busey and Jim
Loren. The Wildcats came up with
four runs in the final inning, but it

was far from enough.
Central was forced to use four
pitchers in attempt to stop the
Lewis and Clark batters who
rapped out 18 hits in the contest.
In the second half of the doubleheader, L-C State scored four runs
in the first three innings to take a
4-1 lead. The Wildcats fought back
to trail a slim 4-3 in the top of the
eighth frame but saw it fade as
Lewis and Clark produced a pair of
runs in the bottom half of the
inning. Down by three, Central
was able to tally only a single run
in the final inning, giving Lewis
and Clark a 6-4 victory. Todd
Wyckoff went the distance on the
mound for Central.
Jim Loren and Greg McDonald
led Wildcat batters with three hits
apiece in the championship serie~.

Golf team wins fourth

Morrill finds female
athletes refreshing .
by VICKI SIMPSON
"I like coaching a women's team.
The athletes are young, eager and
refreshing and ready to go."
Mark Morrill, coach of the
women's swimming and tennis
teams at Central believes in what
he is doing.
"I have been interested in coaching for quite a while," said Morrill.
"It is something that I have always
wante~ to do."
Merrill is from Tacoma, Washington, where he graduated from
Stadium High School in 1965. He
started classes at Central in fall
1965 and graduated with a B. Ed in
December 1973 with a major in
physical education. He was in the
army for three years, stationed at
Fort Ord, California between
starting at Central and gettin·g a
degree.
Morrill would like to teach and
coach at a high school somewhere
when he eventually leaves Central.
"I have not had too much experience coaching a men's team, but I
am sure that it isn't too much
different than coaching a women's
team," Morrill remarked. "The
men usually have been coached the
same way for so long that they
don't want to try anything new,
while the women are usually eager
to learn something new."
Morrill was on the Central swim
team as a diver for four years, as
well as being a varsity tennis team
player for four years.
"I ·have the experience to coach
the swim and tennis teams beMay20, 1976

cause of my involvement in these the teams," he added. "They seem
sports when I was an undergrad- to listen and learn when we are
uate," he added. "But I have been practicing."
interested in coaching for eight ·
He· feels a person needs special
years."
training to coach, but does not
Morrill coached diving at Big Ben think there is any special training
Monerays in Moses Lake during needed for coaching a women's
his freshman year at Central and team.
coached the men's diving team at . Morrill does feel that women are
Central for a while. He also emotionally different than men.
coached in Ellensburg and has
"Women usually get more
been coaching the women's swim- emotional," he remarked. "Other
ming and tennis teams at Central than that, I believe that men and
for the past two years.
women are the same when it
"I have not had, any special comes to coaching."
Morrill feels that he has accompproblems with coaching a women's
team," Morrill said. "The only lished something through his
problems perhaps are with those coaching.
"Coaching is something that
people who figured that I would
have special problems."
makes my life worthwhile. It is
"I have had a good working something that I really enjoy
relationship with the women on doing."

Central's varsity golf team completed its 1976 season with a
fourth place finish in the NAIA
District #1 tournament in Spokane
last weekend. PLU won the tournament and with it a trip to the
NAIA finals in North Carolina.
Dick Cartmell, Central's number
one man all season, missed being
the medalist by two strokes and
finished in second place in the
tournament.

Netter hits 2nd,
closes season
Dennis Roberts, Central's number one singles player placed
second in the District One NAIA
Tennis Championships in Cheney
last weekend.
Roberts lost to top-seeded Dave
Trageser of PLU 4-6, 2-6 in the
finals. He had defeated Gary
Stansiker of Western 6-2, 6-2 in
the first round and defeated Mark
Sconiers of Whitman 6-3, 6-1 to
move into the finals.
In the first round, Ted Hollar,
second singles, lost to Gary

Women~~tennis fiiiishes 3rd
Central's women's tennis team
placed third in the NCWSA region
nine women's tennis championships last weekend in Pullman.
UW won the championships with
85 points while WSU had 31,
Central 30, PLU 25, University of
Oregon 23 and Southern Oregon
17.

The results for the 'Cats were: in
the second singles, Mary Andreotti placed fourth by losing in the
semi-finals to Kathy Wales of PLU
6-7, 7-6, 4-6; Rhonda Panattoni
placed fifth in the third singles by
defeating Michelle Chauner of

WSU 7=5 • . 6-3; Lynn Ishikawa
placed fourth in the fifth singles
losing to Debbie Panattoni of WSU
4-6, 2-6; and Karen Paterson won
the sixth singles title by defeating
the number one seat in the
tournament, Delories Payne of US
in the semi-finals 6-3, 6-3 and
d.e feating Chris Yost of WSU 4-6,
6-3, 6-4 in the finals.
The second doubles team of
Andreotti and Celeste Pitman
placed second by defeating Caren
Sue Cross and Lynn Ellen Johnson
of UPS in the semi-finals 6-4, 4-6.
6-2 and losing to Payne and Mary

CAMPUS CRIER

Other season results inclu<le
Central finishing second in the
Whitman invitational, fifth in the
UPS invitational and second in the
Western Washington Invitational.
Central defeated Whitman in a
dual meet.
Varsity gold club team members
are Dick Cartmell, Gerdy Shewfelt, Steve Milligan, Mike Bettez,
Dave Mullis, Jeff Heriot, Curt
Sacha and Ed Sauriol.

Beck of UW in the finals 3-6, 2-6.
The third doubles team of Karie
Hamilton and Ishikawa placed
third by defeating ;sue Eastridge
and Karen . Knutson of PLU 6-1,
6-7, 6-4.

"1 really don't think we could
have performed any better," said
Mark Morrill, head coach. "They
did an outstanding job.
"We had a good battle with WSU
and they only beat us by one point.
The girls were really ready to play
and there were not any matches
that I was disappointed in."

Weuesterbarth of PLU 3-6, 1-6;
Dick Bankhead, third singles, lost
to Jim Gingrich of Whitman 1-6,
4-6; and Al Crow, fourth singles,
lost to Ed Clendaniel of Whitman
4-6, 1-6.

The second doubles team of
Crow and Hollar lost to McFadden
and · Clendaniel of Whitman 6-4,
4-6, 6-2. The first doubles team of
Roberts and Bankhead defeated
Gingrich and Casad of Whitman
6-4, 6-0 in the first round, but lost
to Trageser and Troutmann of
PL U 6-3, 3-6, 5-7.
In earlier action, Central finished their dual meet season with
a 8-2 win-loss record after defeating Bellevue Community College
7-0.
Roberts, first singles, defeated
Ron Mortensen 6-1, 6-2; Hollar,
second singles, defeated Tim
Coates 6-3, 6-4; Bankhead, third
singles, defeated Mike Gan 6-4,
7-6; Crow, fourth singles defeated
George Hargrove 7-5, 6-2 and
Jerry Mahan, fifth singles, defeated Mark Hall 6-0, 6-1.
Roberts and Bankhead, first
doubles, defeated Coates and Gan
6-3, 3-6, 6-2 and Hollar and Crow,
second doubles, defeated Mortensen and Hargrove 6-1, 3-6, 6-3.
SEVENTEEN

Centro I tracksters place at
Intercollegiate nationals
by VICKI SIMPSON

Pam Riggs placed seventh in the
100-meter dash and Kathleen Kilpatrick placed 12th in -the 100meter hurdles at the Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women in Manhattan, Kansas, last
weekend.
Riggs ran the 100-meter dash in
11.7. It was won by Rosalyn
Bryant of Los Angeles State with
a 11.53 time. Kilpatrick ran the
100-meter hurdles in 14.7.
Prairie View A & M of Texas won
the team title with 60 points while
SPC had 51 and Iowa State had 50
points to come in third in the
standing. Defending cliampion
UCLA was eighth with 19 points.
Riggs won her heat in the
100-meter · prel~minaries with a
11.6 time and was second in her
semi-final heat with a time of 11.9

to advance to the finals.
In the 200-meter dash Riggs
placed third in the preliminary
heat with a time of 26.0, but failed
to qualify for the finals by finishing
fourth in her semi-final heat with a
24.4 time.
Kilpatrick qualified for the semifinals in the 100-meter hurdles
with a 14.7 time but failed to
qualify for the finals by tying for
sixth place with a time of 14.7.
"Both of our girls did an outstanding job," said Jan Boyungs, head
coach. "They didn't let the field of
competition hinder their performance, if anything it enhanced
their performances and I was very
proud of them.
"The competition was the best I
had seen it. This meet ranks along
side the AA U Nationals, the
NCAA Track and Field Championships and the Olympic Trials,
because that is how good it was."

Jumper Lampe
breaks record
-

.

Eastern Washington State College outdistanced all competitors'
in the District 1 track meet
Saturday but Central's Bill Lampe
and Mitch Ringe had good days.
Lampe broke an fl -year record
in the triple jump while Ringe won
the discus with a toss of 160'2".

Sp~Spec~l

Tennis
Racquet
Re-Stringing
( & patch-work)

-~--· -

-

Lampe's 48'4 3/4" jump broke a
record dating back to 1965.
Central finished fifth with 57
points but it was without distance
runner Jim Hennesy and Bruce
Manclark. Both have already qualified for the NAIA national track
meet in Arkadelphia, Ark. Coach
Spike Arlt has them resting for
the national meet, since both the
preliminary and final heats are
scheduled for the same day. They
will be entered in the three mile
run and Manclark will also compete in the marathon.
·Also going to the national meet
are Henry Midles in the hammer,
Ken Turner in the 5000 meters
run, discus thrower Ringe and
Lampe in the triple jump.
Discus thrower Mike Daniels
· and hammer thrower John Gruver
qualified for the national meet but
will be unable to attenrt

Pim Koester
963;.2420
$_8.00
: ................................................... .
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TENT 'N TUBE RENTAL SHOP
To help meet your recreational
needs and financial ones too, the
Tent 'n Tube has designed several "package deals" on equipment. Deductions from the
equipment in the package may be
made at the same per item
savings. A minimum ofiive items
is necessary to qualify for the
reduced rate. Additional equipment will be at the regular rental
rate. The offer is good through
June 11. For more information,
contact the Tent 'n Tube Rental
Shop at-963-3537. Items included
in the Backpacker's Package are:

backpack, foam pad, sleeping
bag, cleaning charge, tent (four
man or dome), bleuet stove, fuel
canister, hobo cookset and compass.
GAMES ROOM
For those of you who really
like to enjoy yourself during your
study breaks, take advantage of
the Games Room in the SUB
Monday through Friday 10 am to
10 pm and Sundays 1 to 6 pm.
During finals week, the games
room will be offering free pool
from 8 to 10 pm, so be sure and
drop in and relax during your

well deserved study breaks.

CO REC SWIM MEET
All those interested in participating in a co-rec swim meet
should sign up by May 21 in
Nicholson 108 between 2 and 5
pm. Interested students may
. participate as individual competitors or as teams of three or
more. M.en's, women's and co-ed
teams will be accepted.
Preliminaries are on May 25 and
finals May 27 at 8: 15 pm at the
pool. Rosters and other information are available in Nicholson
108.

Education professor publishes
text for functionatly illiterate ·
Dr. Calvin Greatsinger, associ- day device. The ·student reads
ate professor of education at directions on the item to deterCentral, has written a series of mine what it is--a vending macht:>0oks entitled Practice in Survival ine, alarm clock, coin changer or
other modern device. All answers
Reading.
lrccording to Greatsinger, he
wrote the books for adults who are
functionally illiterate. "There are
20 million adults in this country
who are incapable of simple reading," Greatsinger said. "What
The president of the organizashould we teach them to read?" tion sponsoring Nuclear Safe- ·
Rather than using the familiar guards Initiative 325 says students
"Dick saw Spot" instructional in C3lifornia are playing a major
techniques, Greatsinger's books role in the campaign to pass Prop.
concentrate on everyday situa- 25 and called upon their Washingtions. "The people who use these ton counterparts to help pass the
books," said Greatsinger, "will · measure in the Northwest.
probably never do any reading for - -- Peter Lauritzen, president of
pleasure." "The most important the Coalition for Safe Energy,
thing for them is to learn how to made the plea at a meeting of the
read and comprehend instructions '. University of Washington CASE
on machines, in laundromats, and '. chapter recently. "If Proposition
so OJ!."
15 passes, you can credit the
The Practice in Survival Read- .dedkation of students," Lauritzen
ing program has four parts. The said.
"We need your help--help in
first book is titled Maehine-Age
Riddles. Each riddle is an every- gathering petition signatures, help

are given in the back of the book.
The Practice in Survival Reading series is being printed and
distributed nationally by the New
Readers Press in New York.

Nuclear safeguards urged
in bringing our case to the voter
and help in generating a get-outthe-vote campaign in November,"
he added.
He told the group that the
Atomic Industrial Forum, an industry association, will spend upwards of $6 million to defeat
nuclear initiatives in four ·states.
Lauritzen also said that similar
measures may be on the ballots in
14 states, including Oregon, Washington and Colorado.
Emphasizing the need for petittion signatures, Lauritzen urged
students throughout the state to
at least "lend their names to the
cause, if nothing else."

Central rec. gr:ad honored
James Webster, director of the
King County Parks and Recreation
Department, was honored as the
year's outstanding Central graduate in the field of recreation and
leisur~ services during a speci~l

Leisure Services Weekend here. Debra Stone of Easton.
Webster is a 1957 graduate of
'fhe awards were presented at a
Central.
banquet held as part of the second
Selected as the outstanding annual Leisure Services Weekend
senfor now enrolled in the college which involves recreation personleisure se~vic~s _program was nel from throughout the state.
Several workshops dealing with
the "business" of recreation were
staged during the weekend with
John Crompton, associate consul-.
tant for Loughborough Recreation
Planning Constultants, Ltd. of
Texas, as the principal soeaker.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS
AND
PARTS
The Fabric Shop
407 N. Pearl
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Trower audience cool

Concert board to tie loose ends and budget
by BECKI HOLLAND
Rumors concerning the future of
Central's entertainment concerts
will be confirmed or denied today
at a SUB board meeting~
But if the crowd's behavior at
last week's Trower concert is any
indication, there should be no
problem in staging future events
for the student body, according to
Bob Wheatley, ASC programming
chairman.
Both Wheatley and acting chief
of eampus security, Al Slaughter,
thought the near-capacity crowd of
3,000 behaved well and both
appeared "fairly satisfied" with
the production.
The board meeting will include
the ASC :aoard of Control;
Wheatley; John Drinkwater, ASC
executive manager; representatives of Student Council; Don
Wise, SUB manager; and representatives from the Physical
Plant.
Wheatley has yet to receive a
bill from the Physical Plant, which
will include charges for the
damage done to the Pavilion floor
during the concert.
He is somewhat apprehensive
because if the Physical Plant
presents a total bill exceeding the
funds alloted, "it could very nearly
make or break us," referring to the
money remaining in student funds
for the fiscal year ending July
1976.
The proverbial cigarette burns
and broken bottles left on the
Pavilion floor after every large
concert continue to haunt the
possibility for subsequent entertainment.
However, Wheatley thinks this
is the least of his worries.
"I hope their cleaning cost
won't amount to much," he said,
acting on one Physical Plant
spokeperson's comment that audience conduct "was the best
we've seen in a long time."
Wheatley was present when the
concert production crew dismantled one-third of Trower's
total PA system used for Central's
show.
"When the bleachers had been
cleared Thursday morning at 2 am,

Hogue to/ks,

film planned
Dr: Charles Hogue, senior curator of entomology at the Los
Angeles county museum of natural
history, will present and narrate a
film, The Armies of the Ant, at
Central next week.

HELP WANTED
CONFERENCE HOST
Position open for summer starting immediately. Conference
pay, room and board for summer
qt. Both sesions- irregular hours.
Applications can be picked up at
Auxiliary Services Office.
Appointments can be made at
that time.

May 20, 1976

I counted only approximately six
bottles and six cans left on the
Pavilion floor by the audience."
He admits it's an unusually low
amount of litter for the size of the
crowd. This may stem, in part,
because of the large number of
campus security people employed
to control the crowd's alcohol
consumption.
A total of 40 students was
present~ some paid security
"bouncers," members of the InterCollegiate Knights, and some
dorm managers and living group
advisors. They stood around the
three-foot-high stage to protect
Trower from distractions.
Slaughter employed six people
from campus security. "When a
-minor was spotted consuming
alcohol, he was asked to leave. We
also frisked at the entrance' door,
although it's always impossible to
control booze and pot within any
reasonably sized large crowd," he
said. He also stated that marijuana
was smoked at the concert.
Wheatley expects to counter the
Physical Plant's charge at the
meeting today.
"If their cleaning and repair bill

seems an undue cost, I'd like to ask
them if they have ever counted the
burns to the floor during the
basketball games and previous
concerts this year."
He said this situation is always
delicate because the p.e. department owns, and therefore remains
fairly protective of the Pavilion,
due to the large cost involved
should the floor panels need to be
replaced.
The crowd's ex:uberant reaction
to Trower's wailing blues on his
legendary guitar brought two
encores at the end of his hour-long
concert.
It was during the first encore,
Rock Me All Night Long that a
fight broke out between two men
in the fifth row.
Wheatley says it was started
and had been provoked throughout the evening by an individual
"not from the community. He was
asked to leave and did so." The
scuffle caused Trower to stop in
the middle of the song.
Other minor incidents included
frisbee throwing during the intermission between the changing of
acts from Kansas to Trower and

Hearing probes future
fate of ethnic studies
A pubuc hearing to discuss the
future of the ethnic studies
program was held Tues., May 18,
in the Grupe Conference Center.
The meeting, drawing about
200 people, was designed to allow
students, faculty and concerned
community members to voice
their opinions on the program's
fate.
A search committee selected
by Burton Williams, dean of
social ,and behavioral sciences,
attempted to answer questions
from those in attendance.
Williams did not attend the
meeting.
The main subject raised was
why there are only three positions open for applications in the

ethnic studies program· when
there are four major minority
groups at Central. Another point
questioned was why there is a
need to fill the positions when
Central has three professors
presently employed.
According to the search committee, it was the committee's
idea to have the meeting. Why
Williams was not present was
not explained.
The committee's job is to make
recommendations to the administration of applications subject to
replacing the professors presently at Central or to refill their
contracts.
There will be further meetings
in the coming week.

T

he right way to pour
hccrncvcrchangcs.
Since the dawn of organized brewing back in 800
A.D .. hrewmasters have urged di scriminating drinkers to pour straight
into the head, and not into a tilted
rccc ptacle ,
Although blatantly defiant of
sacred collegiate tradition, the original method has the meritorious
advantage of producing a seal between
the head and the drink itself, trapping
the carbonation below. The beer
doesn't go flat. The method
remains true.
When it comes to pouring beer, the
hrcwmastcrs were right from the beginning. When it came to making beer, so
was Oly. Skill and ingenuity just can't be
improved upon. Some things never
change . Olympia never will.
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cherry bombs thrown from what
looked like a predominantly highschool group.
When Wheatley helped engineer the massive security steps
ordered by the Board of Trustees
for the Trower concert, it was
unforseen that the largest bili
would be for production costs.
"This is our biggest problem and
largest cut out of the three budget
areas," he said. "We have already
paid "$12,000 for performance
fees, including the commission for
the agency which booked Trower
and light and sound systems. Since
the ASC made $15,000 from ticket
receipts, Wheatley says he hopes
the difference of $3,000 will pay for
the remaining costs.
Yet Trower Productions will
help defray some of the costs
because Trower's rigger, Mike
Grasly, failed to show at preperformance to hang the
specially built geralium cables for
the 126 individual spotlights.
Wheatley then had to hire
crewmen from a Seattle lighting
company, as well as rent a generator and additional spotlights from
Yakima.
The third area of cost will be
submitted by the Physical Plant
at the board meeting and includes
the total bill.
Because of the magnitude of

Trower's stage set, billed as the
largest I' A system ever used for
the duration of a US tour, the
Pavilion was unable to accommodate the tremendous dozen crown
amps and wattage. An additional
forklift, technician and crew had to
be hired to compensate.
The charge for these additional
services consititute the deficit
spending Wheatley predicts.
The audience was well entertained by the theatrics of both
Trower and his stage crew. This
band, who specializes in some of
the most sensual electric guitar
blues since Hendrix and is dependent on one of the largest PA
systems, was sufficiently managed
by students. Impressive, since the
college has not hosted a big-name
concert for two_years.

"YA GOTTA HAND IT TO JOE. HE CAN REALLY HOLD HIS
LIQUOR." Don't envy Joe. Often the guy who can hold so mucb is..,.
developing a "tolerance" for alcohol. And . tolerance can be a polite
word for need.

SATURDAY IS ALCOHOL AWARENESS DAY!
Learn More About Our No. 1 Drug:
Special Feature Sheriff Bob Barrett and others performing driving
and motor tests while intoxicated. See if alcohol makes any difference
on their driving ability! 1 to 3:30 pm at the Ellensburg Airport
.
Driving Range.
Films: 10 am to 4:30 pm at the CAP ~uilding or Posse House,
Airport.
10:00 ALCOHOLISM: A MODEL OF DRUG DEPENDENCY
10:30 GUIDELINES
11:30 THE SECRET LOVE OF SANDRA BLAINE
1:00 ON THE ROCKS
1: 15 SO LONG PAL
3:30 THE SOCIAL DRINKER AND THE ANTI-SOCIAL DRIVER
4:00 ALCOHOL--DRUGS OR ALTERNATIVES
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7:00 to 9:00 pm A SPECIAL PRESENTATION FOR THOSE WHO
WANT TO HELP THE ALCOHOLIC--EMPLOYERS, SPOUSES
AND FRIENDS. I'LL QUIT TOMORROW is a 90-minute film
showing the progression of alcoholism and suggesting more effective
ways to deal with the alcoholic and get him to seek help for his
addiction. Persons from the CAC, AA, Alanon, and other treatment
facilities will be on hand to discuss and answer questions. Will be
shown at the Morris Sorenson Building, Room 107, 507 Nanum,
Ellensburg.
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&ponsored by Ellensburg Jaycees and the
Community Alcohol Center.
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Home &J>·o rm Delivery

925-1111 925-2222
5 pm to closing
STUDENT NUMBER
. END INO?

Gallon Special
Th is Weekend Only

DOUBLE SPECIAL!
Gallonsto ·go!
Reg $2.00 ·

r

.

only 1.50

·'cause you've waited
so long-

Med·. Grinder
Reg $1.95 only 1.49

(Bring Your Own Jugs!)

12" Pizza $1 off!
(INSIDE ORDERS ONLY)

